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D E A T H O F A M E X I C A N 

M a n u e l P . L o p e z 

i wanted to be a writer, but not like my cousin mefio, who, 
walked the town with a pen in his hand so he could catch the 
spontaneous flight of haikus, who made everyone call him by 
his full name, manuel pablo 16pez, "because," he said, "artists 

do that kind of shit." 

all i know is that the burning was in me, i felt it everyday growing like a 
pansa filled with chorizo con papas. 

i wrote for no reason at all. on 7 eleven big gulp cups, on napkins, even 
on the bathroom walls at school, because high school was nothing to me: 
the thought of it was like dry sawdust in my mouth, especially after my 
cousin manuel pablo lopez explained to me that we were all born geniuses, 
but most of us spent the rest of our lives collecting stupidities like seashells, 
and most of the collecting, he insisted, was accomplished in schools, 
"people are numb," he'd say. "compromised, passive as assholes." then 
he'd shout a fidel castro-style, "que viva vangogh!" 

2. 
manuel pablo lopez taught me so much, so many books at such a young 
age. "do you wanna be rimbaud, or shelley," he'd ask, handing me hand-
made baseball card-looking things, except there weren't any baseball players 
on them, but writers, scissored from encyclopedias, library books, some 
old, some young, with all of the books they'd written on the back of each 
card, their date of birth, the day they died, and how. 

the suicide cases were manuel pablo lopez' favorite, or at leastthat's 
what i thought, because for every man and woman there was an adornment 
of penciled flowers, a crown around their heads, and a medal drawn 
triumphantly around their necks in blue pen that read: 
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"let those i love try to forgive 
what i have made." 

ezrap. 
3. 
no one understood mefio. our families black sheep, my nana's special one, 

who she described as the wind, or the lord's incense, or the miracle of a 
sudden spiritual shower, for mefio had the the power of osmosis, the ability 

to diffuse through walls, to escape just as mysteriously as when he had 
appeared for so and so's quincenera. 

and the days, sometimes long weeks at a time when manuel pablo lopez-
would vanish beneath the ski mask of night, and no one, i mean no one, 

would know where he'd gone, and when he'd finally return, there he'd be, 
certain as a shadow: black cape, fake maroon leather pants, with pablo 
neruda's memoirs, always pablo neruda, tucked beneath his arm, as if 

nothing had ever happened. 

4. 
my tia had grown used to manuel pablo 16pez' antics, she'd developed 
antibodies for the infectious hijo she had bore in the sixties, the family said 
that my tia had manuel pablo lopez while she was "juiced up on tofu and all 
that other hippie shit," that she lived in a commune in northern California 
with charles manson y su familia, that a giant chupacabra had swooped up 
from the bowels of hell 
to impregnate her with 6 different sperm cells, 

from 6 different condemned races 
carrying 6 different soul-deafening diseases 

the truth is, 
manuel pablo lopez' father left his mother while manuel pablo lopez 

was a small child—took off as fathers often did, taking everything, 
ripping even the peephole from their front door 
to disguise his direction. 

5. 
barbershop folklore claims that my tio 
was the throbbing nucleus of a circus crew that performed just outside of 
mexicali. some say he was a magician, graceful, swan-like when per-
forming to iron butterfly and Jefferson airplane, a human larvae that gave 
birth to mexicali exhaust, taquerias, prostitutes, even pausing the busy 
traffic of the frontera for a full two seconds with the snap of his fingers, 
some even say that he farted gold dust, changed grandfather clocks into 
small children, and created ozzy osborne out of matchsticks and kennedy's 
market's carne asada. 
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6. 
my tia never spoke bad about my tio, not even when my nana called him a 
common bum who took advantage of the family, a family that was already 
dying. 

7. 
manuel pablo lopez had a thing for faking suicide attempts, it was all like a 
theatre piece to him, but my tia soon grew fed up, so thereafter, each time that 
he'd try to stick his head in the stove to threaten a sylvia plath, she'd scald 
him with the menudo she'd been simmering over the stove, 
or kick him in the ass with one of pops boots so hard that he'd scream: 

"aaayyy," 

convulsing with a smile to 
the dream 

of internal bleeding and familial homicide 
8. 
manuel pablo lopez made a habit of chewing on paper, because he said that 
it would feed him lorca, rulfo, hamsun, but times when he drank a little too 
much of his wine, he'd cry, like a drama queen, while chewing on danielle 
steel. 

9. 
the last i heard of my cousin, was that he had locked himself up in a shack, 
that he lived in with three roosters, a pig, a python and a whore from 
tijuana, who was mute, but who had a face tattooed like a mask in perpetual 
astonishment, as manuel pablo lopez typed until his fingers became raw 
nubs of flesh, and the medal he'd strung with yarn and construction paper 
fell with the thunder of his last carved letter. 
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